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Single-Use Equipment
Standardization: When Will Users
Join the Debate?
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In the mid 1990s, when single-use bags and assemblies were introduced,
biopharmaceutical manufacturers had access to a wide variety of innovative
disposable process equipment. However, this gift soon became a burden, as
buyers needed to maintain inventories of customized products to mitigate

supply risk.

At the time, several end users asked single-use equipment vendors whether certain standards
might be available to simplify the use and maintenance of single-use bag volumes, designs, and
polymeric film structures.

That request ran counter to vendors' desire to maintain a competitive edge through
customization. We saw the exact same situation in the late 1980s with sterilizing grade filtration.

Today, the single-use standardization debate continues. However, at this point, it is mainly
occurring between vendors. The voice of the customer, the biopharmaceutical manufacturer, is
conspicuously absent. In the end, that may only hurt overall biopharmaceutical manufacturing
efficiency and productivity.

Leading suppliers of single-use systems may trumpet the fact that their products are compatible
and connectable with those of other vendors. However, some companies still appear to be more
interested in maintaining their edge through custom products than supporting the needs of their
customers for interchangeable systems. Those companies highlight their abilities to create any
customized single-use assembly possible and call it a service.

It's not really the vendors' fault. Since the early days of single-use systems, few end users have
voiced a need for standardized process related single-use designs. But there is clearly a need for
it.

Customization and standardization both have their place in the single-use equipment market.
Some specific applications require very special designs, but most do not.

Single-use bioreactors, mixing systems, controlled freeze/thaw or filling devices, for example, are
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highly specialized items that need to meet specific user requirement specifications.

However, even here, there is some room for standardization. It's likely that at some point,
bioreactors or mixing systems will be standardized for specific applications. End users would
welcome this move, since it would reduce supply risk.

Other applications would be ideal for standardization, for instance:

single-use hold or storage bags and/or their assemblies;
bags, plus tubing and filter.

These commodity items could be standardized based on bag volume, tubing length, and
connector ports. The contact layers within the polymeric film structure of bags could be defined
and standardized to reduce concerns about extractables and leachables.

In fact, the testing methodologies for extractables and leachables could, and should, themselves,
be standardized. Without standardization, the whole subject of leachables and extractables can
easily move from the world of science to that of marketing hype.

Standardization could also be possible for the materials used to make the single-use equipment.
Flexibility in film structures, for instance, can be obtained with standard backbone structures, to
meet specific application requirements. The contact layers could be equal or similar.

If the number of possible contact layer materials were boiled down to just a very few, each
vendor's experience base could be utilized, and suppliers wouldn't wind up reinventing the wheel
each time a new application came up.

The single-use market needs more standardization. If leading suppliers could reach a point where
they offer a standard product portfolio, keeping customization open for specialty applications, the
market would advance.

Users would benefit significantly if vendors were to move to equipment with roughly the same
assembly design and similar contact layer properties. Their customers would then be able to
diversify their supplier base and eliminate potential supply outages. They could also reduce both
inventory and process validation requirements. Suppliers, in turn, could focus on improving
customer service by increasing delivery speed and system reliability.

The standardization debate needs to go beyond vendors. But they won't go there unless you, the
end user, educate them.
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